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<  Extract of the Design Report for  FS UK 

Although the events were not included 

in the FS world ranking, FS UK published 

the teams' points in a ranking list. We 

secured 13th place out of 66 teams in 

the Design Report category.  
 

 

Links to the ranking:   

• Engineering Design  

• Overall Ranking  

Dear sponsors, friends, family and alumni  

Season 2019/2020 has been very turbulent so far. Following official Formula Student 

guidelines, we stopped physical work at the beginning of March. Team members ‘ sa-

fety has highest priority, therefore meetings took place online and work — as much 

as possible — was done from home.  

 

Summer 2020 

Mid April it was announced that all  Formula Student events in Europe were cancel-

led and virtual events were brought into being. Their Goal was to offer the students 

experience of an engineering competition despite the circumstances. At these 

events teams were tested and evaluated in the static disciplines of design, cost re-

port and business plan. We participated in FS Switzerland and FS United Kingdom. It 

was a valuable decision, because several documents like Design Spec Sheet or Elect-

ro Safety Form, to name two of ten, had to be submitted on time and presentations 

about our developpment were held online in front of international judges. Hence it 

was a good preparation for the events in 2021, which hopefully will take place not 

only digitally but with racing cars.  



 

 

Thanks to the judges ‘ feedback we were able to recognize our potential, which will  

be used to further develop the project. We are proud of our ranking and are looking 

forward to competing in next year ‘s events. In 2021, we will at least participate in 

FS Switzerland and FS UK.  

FS UK:  

imeche.org/events/formula-student  

Our Developments 

This unusual situation is a new challenge for us as a team, especially sponsoring and 

budget for upcoming years will  need special attention to keep BFS in its familiar 

form. But it is also an opportunity to benefit from and we decided to use these ext-

raordinary circumstances to improve certain parts of our vehicle. A selection:  

 

3D-printed aluminum uprights  

A critical but logical step. Additive manufactured up-

rights lay the foundation for further development 

such as topology and weight optimization.  

 

Carbonfibre suspension  

Changing from steel to carbonfibre, suspension weight was 

reduced by approximately 1.5kg.  

 

Optimization of the cooling system  

Advanced CFD and heat transfer simulations increase reliability and efficency of the 

accumulator, inverter and the motors.  

FS CH: 
formulastudent.ch/  

^ Upright in its virtual form  



 

 

Carbonfirbe steering-column  

Made from carbonfibe and two U -joints, more weight was saved com-

pared to the original design. Torsion resistance tests were made to 

ensure its safe operation at every driving condition.  

 

Structural carbonfibre undertray  

For the first time, we produce highly stressed parts out of 

carbonfibre, which demands a delicate manufacturing 

process. The undertray will  support the pedal box as -

sembly, therefore it must withstand high forces. A first 

test piece failed but thanks to it, we improved the use 

of inserts, appropriate core material and adequate heat 

treatment. Increase of torsional stiffness of the chassis 

has yet to be measured.  

 

 

 

Assembling Progress and Roll-Out 

Thanks to generous sponsors, we were able to get critical components despite the 

restrictions. Further delay of our planning could thus be prevented. The team is now  

in construction phase and in coming weeks, first sub systems will  be tested. Prepa-

ration for the main assembly, which will take place during September and October, 

are also being made. Goal is to run the first drive within November. Planned time 

period for the roll -out is January 2021, for which you will receive a personal invita-

tion.  

 

We are looking forward to welcoming you and presenting to you the result of our 

efforts.  

 

Until then, the team of Bern Formula Student wishes you a good and safe time.  

< Carbonfibre undertray ready for pedal box stress test  



 

 

Photo Gallery 

^ Laser-cut steel tubes for perfect fitting Welding of the chassis with speed and precision ^ 

^ Cutting and glueing of the moulds Grinding the moulds before applying release agent  ^ 

^ Carbonfibre part of rearwing, exposed corematerial Infusing carbon laminates with epoxy through vacuum ^ 



 

 

It is an exciting period that challenges each and everyone of us. 

Flexibility and a quick reaction time are needed and characterise 

our team. Thanks to the motivated and ambitious members we 

were able to face these exceptional circumstances.  

 

I am looking forward to presenting our performance at the roll - 

out.  
 

A sincere thank you to all our sponsors, your support is much ap-

preciated and vital for this project.  

 

Alain Morand, Projectleader  

 

 

^ Removing release film from laminated flap Carbonfibre side-diffusor ^ 



 

 


